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Oxford Illustrated Shakespeare Dictionary  
The Oxford Illustrated Shakespeare Dictionary is the first of its kind, a 
brand new illustrated alphabetical dictionary of all the words and 
meanings students of Shakespeare need to know. Every word has an 
example sentence selected from the twelve most studied plays, 
including Macbeth, Hamlet, Romeo and Juliet, A Midsummer Night's 
Dream, and Henry V. Usage notes and theatre notes provide additional 
background to Shakespearean times and the performance of his plays. 
Further support is provided by language panels on select topics like the 
humours, swearing, and stage directions, and full-colour illustrated 
thematic spreads on special feature topics from clothes and armour to 
music and recreation. The dictionary is easy to use with its clear 
signposting, accessible design, and expertly levelled contemporary look 
and feel. It is the perfect support for a full understanding of Shakespeare, 
created by renowned authors Professor David Crystal and actor Ben 
Crystal, a father and son team who combine for the first time the 
academic and the theatre, bringing together language, literature, and 
lexicography in this unique Shakespeare dictionary of global appeal. 

 

 

Shakespeare on Toast  
Who's afraid of William Shakespeare? Just about everyone. He wrote too 
much and what he did write is inaccessible and elitist. Right? Wrong. 
"Shakespeare on Toast" knocks the stuffing from the staid old myth of 
Shakespeare, revealing the man and his plays for what they really are: 
modern, thrilling, and uplifting drama. Actor and author Ben Crystal 
brings the bright words and colourful characters of the world's greatest 
hack writer brilliantly to life, handing over the key to Shakespeare's plays, 
unlocking the so-called difficult bits and, astonishingly, finding 
Shakespeare's own voice amid the poetry. Told in five fascinating Acts, 
"Shakespeare on Toast" sweeps the cobwebs from the Bard - from his 
language, his life, his time - revealing both the man and his work to be 
relevant, accessible, and full of beans. 

 

 

Shakespeare in a Nutshell: A Rhyming Guide to All the Plays  
James Muirden now turns his pen to another British treasure - 
Shakespeare - and has distilled each of the thirty-six plays into a poem of 
a few pages. Plots and characters are crystallised to wonderful effect so 
that the outlines of even the least known historical plays emerge with 
clarity. How many and which plays is Falstaff in? A useful index of 
dramatis personae will lead you to the answer. And once again the book 
is illustrated with David Eccles's inimitable witty drawings. Like its 
predecessor, this book will prove invaluable to everyone - whether they 
are 'doing' Shakespeare at school or want simply to brush up on a plot 
before going to the theatre.  

 The Shakespeare Miscellany 
This compilation, in the tradition of the Victorian miscellany, gathers 
essential facts and fascinating insights into the plays and poems, the man 
behind them (insofar as this is known), and the context in which he 
worked. Put together by an actor and a linguist - the pair who brought 
you 'Shakespeare's Words' (25000 copies sold to date) - it will be quirky, 
illuminating and endlessly interesting. Topics covered include lost plays, 
what he would have studied at school, Shakespeare's pronunciation, why 



 

the Globe burned down and the difference between a Folio and a 
Quarto. 

19th Century Fiction 
 

 

Sherlock Holmes short stories  
From his Baker Street apartment, Sherlock Holmes wields his powers of 
deduction in pursuit of justice and truth, venturing out into foggy 
Victorian London accompanied by his faithful sidekick Dr Watson. This 
classic collection of Holmes tales includes many of the detective's most-
loved exploits: Holmes is confronted by a venomous snake in 'The 
Adventure of the Speckled Band', mystified by a missing thumb in 'The 
Adventure of the Engineer's Thumb' and beguiled by a beautiful opera 
singer in 'A Scandal in Bohemia', never once losing his famous cool. 

 

 

The Ruby in the Smoke  
If you've not yet met Sally Lockhart, prepare to be bowled over. The 
beautiful, smart 16-year-old can ride like a Cossack and shoot like a 
demon - and now she's braving terrible danger to hunt down her father's 
killer! Her journey will take her from the grimy streets of London to a 
Maharajah's Indian palace and the opium dens of China, unravelling a rich 
and colourful mystery at whose heart is a priceless jewel soaked in 
blood... From the glittering talent of Philip Pullman, a king of children's 
storytellers, this gripping yarn of courage and adventure will leave you 
bedazzled. 

 

 

The Lie Tree  
Faith's father has been found dead under mysterious circumstances, and 
as she is searching through his belongings for clues, she discovers a 
strange tree. The tree only grows healthy and bears fruit if you whisper a 
lie to it. The fruit of the tree, when eaten, will deliver a hidden truth to 
the person who consumes it. The bigger the lie, the more people who 
believe it, the bigger the truth that is uncovered. 
The girl realizes that she is good at lying and that the tree might hold the 
key to her father's murder, so she begins to spread untruths far and wide 
across her small island community. But as her tales spiral out of control, 
she discovers that where lies seduce, truths shatter. . . 

 

 

Treasure Island 
"For sheer storytelling delight and pure adventure, Treasure Island has 
never been surpassed. From the moment young Jim Hawkins first 
encounters the sinister Blind Pew at the Admiral Benbow Inn until the 
climactic battle for treasure on a tropic isle, the novel creates scenes and 
characters that have fired the imaginations of generations of readers. 
Written by a superb prose stylist, a master of both action and 
atmosphere, the story centres upon the conflict between good and evil - 
but in this case a particularly engaging form of evil. It is the villainy of that 
most ambiguous rogue Long John Silver that sets the tempo of this tale 
of treachery, greed, and daring. Designed to forever kindle a dream of 
high romance and distant horizons, Treasure Island is, in the words of G. 
K. Chesterton, 'the realization of an ideal, that which is promised in its 
provocative and beckoning map; a vision not only of white skeletons but 
also green palm trees and sapphire seas.' G. S. Fraser terms it 'an utterly 
original book' and goes on to write: 'There will always be a place for 
stories like Treasure Island that can keep boys and old men happy.' 

Inspirational Figures and Brilliant Speeches 



 

I am Malala  
When the Taliban took control of the Swat Valley, one girl fought for her 
right to an education. On Tuesday, 9 October 2012, she almost paid the 
ultimate price when she was shot in the head at point-blank range. 
Malala Yousafzai's extraordinary journey has taken her from a remote 
valley in northern Pakistan to the halls of the United Nations. She has 
become a global symbol of peaceful protest and is the youngest ever 
winner of the Nobel Peace Prize. 

 

 

No One is Too Small to Make a Difference  
No One is Too Small to Make a Difference collects Greta Thunberg's 
history-making speeches, from addresses at climate rallies around the 
world audiences at the UN, the World Economic Forum, and the British 
Parliament. 
Over the past 75 years, a new canon has emerged. As life on Earth has 
become irrevocably altered by humans, visionary thinkers around the 
world have raised their voices to defend the planet and affirm our place 
at the heart of its restoration. Their words have endured through the 
decades, becoming the classics of a movement. Together, these books 
show the richness of environmental thought, and point the way to a 
fairer, saner, greener world. 

 

She Speaks: Women’s Speeches that Changed the World 
Looking at lists of the greatest speeches of all time, you might think that 
powerful oratory is the preserve of men. But the truth is very different - 
countless brave and bold women have used their voices to inspire 
change, transform lives and radically alter history. 
In this timely and personal selection of exceptional speeches, Yvette 
Cooper MP tells the rousing story of female oratory. From Boudica to 
Greta Thunberg and Margaret Thatcher to Malala, Yvette introduces 
each speech and demonstrates how powerful and persuasive oratory can 
be decidedly female. Written by one of our leading public voices, this is 
an inspirational call for women to be heard across the globe. 

 

You Talkin’ to Me? 
Rhetoric gives our words the power to inspire. But it's not just for 
politicians: it's all around us, whether you're buttering up a key client or 
persuading your children to eat their greens. You have been using 
rhetoric yourself, all your life. After all, you know what a rhetorical 
question is, don't you? 
In this updated edition of his classic guide, Sam Leith traces the art of 
argument from ancient Greece down to its many modern mutations. He 
introduces verbal villains from Hitler to Donald Trump - and the three 
musketeers: ethos, pathos, and logos. He explains how rhetoric works in 
speeches from Cicero to Richard Nixon and pays tribute to the rhetorical 
brilliance of AC/DC's "Back in Black". Before you know it, you'll be 
confident in chiasmus and proud of your panegyrics - because rhetoric is 
useful, relevant, and absolutely nothing to be afraid of. 

 

The Penguin Book of Modern Speeches  
Whether it was Churchill rousing the British to take up arms or the dream 
of Martin Luther King, Fidel Castro inspiring the Cuban revolution or 
Barack Obama on Selma and the meaning of America, speeches have 
profoundly influenced the way we see ourselves and society. 
Gathered here are some of the most extraordinary and memorable 
speeches of the last century. Some are well known, others less so, but all 
helped form the world we now inhabit. 

Mythology 



 

Great Goddesses  
Wonder at Medusa's potent venom, Circe's fierce sorcery and Athena 
rising over Olympus, as Nikita Gill majestically explores the untold stories 
of the life bringers, warriors, creators, survivors, and destroyers that 
shook the world - the great Greek Goddesses. 
Vividly re-imagined and beautifully illustrated, step into an ancient world 
transformed by modern feminist magic. 

 

The Mythology Book: Big ideas simply explained  
Explore eighty of the world's greatest myths and characters, from the 
gods of Greek mythology to the Norse heroes, retold and explained with 
engaging text and bold graphics. 
From early creation stories to classical hero narratives and the recurring 
theme of the afterlife, experience each myth and unravel the meanings 
behind the stories, getting to the heart of the importance of mythology 
to different cultures worldwide. More than just stories, myths are a 
testament to the amazing creativity of humans striving to explain and 
make sense of the world around them. Here you will discover Zeus, god 
of the sky and ruler of the Olympian gods, and Loki, the cunning trickster 
with a knack for causing havoc, aided by his ability to change shape and 
gender. Beyond the gods and goddesses of Ancient Greek, Roman, and 
Norse myths, this book delves into the stories of the Australian 
aborigines, the Cherokee, and the Aztecs, each brimming with amazing 
characters and insights into human existence. 

 

Mythos: The Greek Myths Re-told  
No one loves and quarrels, desires, and deceives as boldly or brilliantly as 
Greek gods and goddesses. 
In Stephen Fry's vivid retelling, we gaze in wonder as wise Athena is born 
from the cracking open of the great head of Zeus and follow doomed 
Persephone into the dark and lonely realm of the Underworld. We shiver 
in fear when Pandora opens her jar of evil torments and watch with joy 
as the legendary love affair between Eros and Psyche unfolds. 
Mythos captures these extraordinary myths for our modern age - in all 
their dazzling and deeply human relevance. 
If you're enthralled by the magic of Greek mythology, you'll love Fry's 
follow-up book HEROES, with tales of mortals and monsters, quests, and 
adventures . . . 

 
 
 


